PROJECT TITLE: “Emergency Preparedness Program” (EPP)
NEIGHBORHOOD/ORGANIZATION: Markham Neighborhood Association (MKNA)
PROJECT COORDINATOR: Donna Herron
PHONE: 503-452-0000
EMAIL: Markham.President@gmail.com
APPLICANT MAILING ADDRESS: 7688 SW Capitol Hwy.
CITY, STATE, ZIP: Portland, Oregon 97219
FISCAL SPONSOR ORGANIZATION (IF APPLICABLE): Southwest Neighborhoods Inc.
FISCAL SPONSOR OR NON-PROFIT 501(c)(3) TAX ID: 93-0717013
FISCAL SPONSOR MAILING ADDRESS: 7688 SW Capitol Hwy.
CITY, STATE, ZIP: Portland, OR 97219
PHONE: (503) 823-4592

EMAIL: Sylvia@swni.org

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS (IF APPLICABLE):
Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET), Markham Neighborhood
Portland Bureau of Emergency Management (PBEM) & NET
Red Cross of Oregon, Cascades Region Preparedness Program
LIST ADDITIONAL PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS:
Southwest Neighborhoods Inc.
Prepare Smart, LLC
Ginger Salon\Concrete5CMS
GRANT AMOUNT REQUESTED: $2,000.00

The Markham Neighborhood Association (MKNA) hereby requests a $2,000.00 grant from the City of
Portland’s Neighborhood Small Grants Program for 2015 to fund the “Emergency Preparedness
Program” (EPP) of Markham. MKNA’s grant program is heavily weighted in volunteer time at 82% of the
total program budget whereas Markham neighbor volunteer time is 71% and Partner\Sponsor volunteer
time is 12%. MKNA’s grant request is for an amount that is 8.2% of the total budged amount for its
program. Historically, MKNA’s quarterly meetings were held at an Adult Foster Care Home on a dark
unimproved, unlit street. The meetings were very poorly attended primarily because neighbors did not
know the MKNA existed, held meetings and could assist neighbors with livability issues and concerns plus
the meeting location was hard to find and unwelcoming. The quarterly meeting format was discouraging as
it took the better part of a year to attempt to address and\or resolve issues.
MKNA’s EPP addresses the above problems and more. Its primary goal is to educate neighbors of
MKNA’s existence, its purpose that it now meets monthly at an easy to find and welcoming location
(Jackson Middle School) where neighbors can discuss and work toward resolution of neighborhood issues
as well as learn about basic emergency preparedness in the event of a catastrophe. An added benefit is it
identifies those neighbors who wish to take their emergency preparedness training a step further, become
trained and Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET) certified by the Portland Bureau of Management
(PBEM) to join Markham’s small NET team thereby replacing vacancies left by neighbors that are moving
and\or aging out of the program. Teaching neighbors emergency preparedness and increasing the number
of NET certified neighbors will bring neighbors together as well as identify, reach out and assist neighbors
that may be disadvantaged by age, disability physically or by language barriers and of different ethnic
groups at the time of a catastrophe such as an earthquake, ice storm, snow storm, flood, etc.
MKNA will reach out and communicate to neighbors both through printed hand out material and
signage as well as electronically through the internet. MKNA will maintain webpages on SWNI’s website,
Constant Contact database (CCD) and electronic newsletter software, SWNI newspaper and a new MKNA
stand-alone website that will contain information and links to keep neighbors informed and up to date about
such things as neighborhood business, issues, meeting information and more emergency preparedness
information. MKNA will also print mailers, meeting invitations and signage to announce MKNA’s next
meeting, agenda and EPP training topic as well as how to contact us, find our websites and sign up for
electronic newspapers and newsletters. One week before each MKNA monthly meeting\EPP training,
volunteers create and assemble printed meeting invitations then walk approximately 60 man hours to
personally hand deliver them to the front doors of all 1047 Markham households (except July when there is
no MKNA meeting) as well as post 24 meeting signs at key intersections in and around Markham
neighborhood. Signs and invitations will be designed to reach more people in the neighborhood to include
and build ties with people traditionally and historically not involved with the MKNA and especially reach
people in underrepresented groups such as the elderly and those with disabilities and language barriers
(non-English speaking) residents who would be more impacted in situations of natural catastrophe.
This grant will communicate and advertise MKNA’s EPP to reach increasing numbers of Markham
neighbors to engage and prepare our community for the next natural disaster. Grant money will help
provide teaching materials for responding to catastrophes as well as purchasing items for basic emergency
kits to be handed out at each meeting. At each MKNA monthly meeting, a different EPP training topic will
be presented by volunteers primarily from PBEM’s Markham NET team and the Red Cross of Oregon,
Cascades Region. Police, Fire and Emergency Medical Providers will also be invited to give presentations
and\or trainings at our meetings.
A different emergency training topic will be presented at each meeting ranging from Planning for
Resilience & Emergency Preparedness (PREP), Elements of and assembling an Emergency Preparedness
Kit, How to Prepare for an Emergency, Emergency Sanitation and Hygiene, EPP for People with

Disabilities and Pets, How to Shut Off Utilities and Understanding Smoke Detectors, Volcano, Tsunami,
Landslide, Flood, Tornado and Windstorm Awareness, Wildland/Urban Interface Fire Awareness,
Earthquake Awareness and What to do during an Earthquake.
Starter EPP kits will be prepared and distributed to provide neighbors with basic emergency supplies,
instructive materials and signage to place in their front windows to show neighbors, NET first responders as
well as Police, Fire and Medical rescue if occupants are safe or in need of assistance after a catastrophe
occurs. Kits will also give neighbors a basis by which to build a more comprehensive kit. Neighbors will be
taught to first ensure the safety of their family/household then to form teams with other neighbors to safely
canvas neighbors near their homes as first responders after a catastrophe to ensure the well-being and
safety of their neighbors. This training will strengthen and build community leadership and equip neighbors
with new or enhanced skills to reach out to neighbors during a crisis.
The EPP kit (shown right) consists of a bright red drawstring
bag with wide reflective strips on each side and screen printed in
white ink. “Markham Neighborhood Emergency Preparedness
Program Kit” and “This kit is provided through a grant from the
Southwest Neighborhoods, Inc. and the Office of Neighborhood
Involvement” will be printed on one side. A basic list of items that
should be included in an emergency kit will be printed on the second
side. Examples of the items that will be provided in each EPP kit are
also shown (right) that include: Safety Goggles, N95 respirator mask, Disposable gloves, Ear plugs,
Emergency Poncho, Emergency Survival Blanket 84”x52”, 8 hour nonflammable waterproof light stick,
Whistle on wrist band, Duct tape, Hand Sanitizer, Box cutter, Mini First Aid kit, MRE food rations and
Water. Additional items include handouts covered in EPP trainings entitled “Your Family Disaster Plan”
from FEMA, “Living on Shaky Ground,” “Neighborhood Emergency Team Training,” “Basic Earthquake
Emergency Communication Nodes” and “A resilient Portland – it’s in your hands” from PBEM, “Emergency
Survival Handbook” from Portland Police Bureau, “Prepare! A Resource Guide” from American Red Cross,
“Without Warning” from Cascadia Region Earthquake Workshop Crew, Oregon Emergency Management
and Dark Horse Comics, “Map Your Neighborhood” from Washington State Emergency Management and
“Public Alerts” from City of Portland Disability Program, PBEM, Multnomah County and Elders In Action.
Additional handouts not already included in the EPP kit will be provided during EPP trainings each month.
MKNA’s timeline and budget is simple. Four tasks are done initially the remaining tasks recur monthly
like clockwork. In January-February the websites, CCD input and newsletter are setup, EPP kits and
screen-printed signs are ordered. The EPP kits arrive in March where they will be assembled and given at
EPP trainings throughout the year. In July, invitations will be mailed to all Markham households for a NNO
picnic and EPP training to include interactive family activities. Activities recurring monthly include maintain
websites, email newsletters, email thank you notes to attendees, print and prepare training materials, place
and retrieve signage in and around Markham before and after meetings and design, assemble and hand
deliver invitations to every Markham household a week before each meeting. MKNA’s budget is weighted
heavily in neighborhood involvement, low in funds to succeed yet packed full of benefit for all of Markham.
A more detailed budget is available on request.
REQUESTED LEVERAGED
DONATED
BUDGET ITEMS
FUNDS
FUNDS
SVCS & TIME
Promo Materials: Signs, Invitations, Website, Newsletter
1,061.22
1,558.86
18,468.47
Project Materials: EPP Kits & Handouts
938.78
639.79
1,655.50
TOTALS
2,000.00
2,198.65
20,123.97

